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For thousands of years before Europeans 
set foot here, indigenous people survived 
and prospered under some of the harshest 
conditions on Earth. These cultures remain 
vital and resilient today, closely linked with 
the land and local wildlife and during this 
expedition, you will have the opportunity to 
interact with these fascinating people, the 
original experts on Arctic survival.
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From the 16th century onwards, the quest for the Northwest Passage was an unrelenting obsession for many 
adventurers and explorers. Since 1576, when Frobisher made the first attempt, ship after ship searched for 

the fabled northern route to the Orient. It was three hundred years later that Roald Amundsen triumphantly 
succeeded in 1906. Now you can join the luxurious Le Soleal and set sail for the Far North, well beyond the 
Arctic Circle, to this legendary, highly coveted maritime route: the Northwest Passage, the only possible 
shipping route between the Atlantic and the Pacific. In winter, this “roof of the world” is transformed into a 
majestic white desert; whilst in summer, for a few short weeks, the temperature rises enough for the ice to melt. 
Life reappears, nature is reborn, the mythical route is finally free and we can embark on a great adventure.

We begin our expedition in Greenland amidst icebergs of all hues, shapes 
and sizes and impressive testimonies of the Inuit culture. With Zodiacs, we 
will cruise along vast glacial fronts looking for narwhals, walrus and seals. We 
then make our way through the Canadian Arctic and thus the heart of the 
Northwest Passage. Follow in the wake of 19th century explorers into a world 
of towering mountains, deep fjords and glaciers tumbling into the sea – and 
abundant wildlife on every shore. Making our way to Alaska, spectacular 
scenery and wildlife sightings continue as we look out for bears, whales and 
sea lions.

Only a select and small number of vessels have the attributes such as an ice 
strengthened hull needed to make the journey to the Northwest Passage. 
The newly launched, five-star Le Soleal is a luxury expedition ship offering 
an extremely high level of service as well as beautiful surroundings, spacious 
cabins and public areas. In keeping with the expeditionary nature of the 
cruise there is a convivial atmosphere onboard and the expedition team take 
care of the day to day events with a sense of adventure.

Expedition cruises such as this voyage vary from a ‘usual’ cruise as the 
itinerary is less defined. Although we set sail with a structured itinerary, it 
is the unscheduled events that often become the highlight of the journey. 
Expect the unexpected is the principal rule of such a voyage and embark with 
a sense of adventure as the weather, ice floes and sea conditions will dictate 
the route we can take. If you enjoy seeing and learning about the wonders 
of nature, be it birds, mammals, marine life or geology, an expedition cruise 
offers the perfect environment. The places visited and the order in which this 
is achieved will vary depending on wildlife sightings and diversions; such as 
following a whale that may appear at any time.

Greenland
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The Itinerary
Day 1 London Heathrow to Paris. 
Fly by scheduled flight. On arrival 
transfer to your airport hotel for an 
overnight stay.

Day 2 Paris to Kangerlussuaq, 
Greenland. After breakfast in the 
hotel transfer to the airport for 
our specially chartered flight to 
Kangerlussuaq. On arrival transfer 
to Le Soleal and sail this evening.

Day 3 Sisimiut. Greenland’s second 
largest town, Sisimiut is situated 
40 kilometress into the Arctic 
Circle and is also the northernmost 
town. We can explore the town’s 
beautiful church, the local museum 
showcasing the maritime and trade 
history from the past 4000 years 
of settlements or drop into the 
Sisimiut cultural centre.

Day 4 Ilulissat, Disko Bay. At the 
heart of Disko Bay – a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site – the Ilulissat 
Icefjord provides an extraordinary 
spectacle of almost surreal 
beauty. The sculptural icebergs 
continue on their timeless journey, 
shimmering with their eternal 
light. Vast pieces of ice break off 
from the bergs and re-join the 
inexorable movement of the sea. 
Close by lies the town of Ilulissat, 
the region’s principal destination. 
Encircled by icebergs, it has 
retained a unique mix of traditional 
Arctic life, with multi coloured 
wooden houses, huskies and the 
leather tanners who still work today 
using the ancient methods of their 
ancestors.

Days 5 to 7 West Greenland. We 
continue to cruise the Greenland 
coast exploring the Upernaviks 
Fjords where we find the largest 

bird cliff on the west coast at 
Apparsuit with thousands of 
guillemots nest, the 1100 metre 
mountain Qaarsorsuaq. In Melville 
Bay we are in the region of the 
polar bear and our expedition 
team will keep a look out as well as 
for the seals, whales and seabirds 
prevalent here.

Day 8 Pond Inlet, Nunavut. Placed 
like a custodian on the northern 
edge of Baffin Island, Pond Inlet 
appears to guard over the entrance 
to the legendary North West 
Passage. Formerly called Tununiq 
by the Inuit, this region was long 
ago inhabited by their ancestors, 
the Thule, who left behind 
numerous archaeological artefacts, 
little vestiges of the past. No 
matter where you look, your eyes 
will alight upon a unique landscape 
of snow-capped mountain ranges, 
each more beautiful than the 
last, standing opposite ice-blue 
glaciers whose vertiginous flows 
descend into the ocean. In the 
summertime, when the sun doesn’t 
set below the horizon, the light is 
truly magical, a palette of opaline 
blues, dusky pinks and pure white. 
Don’t miss the opportunity to see 
the bird colonies of Bylot Island. 
Our route will sail you close to this 
uninhabited “Garden of Eden” so 
that you may wonder at its natural 
marvels.

Day 9 Beechey Island. Beechey 
Island, looking across at the huge 
silhouette of Cape Riley, at the 
eastern end of Resolute Bay, will 
call to mind some of the most 
important moments of Franklin’s 
expedition. Sir John set off in 1845 
in search of the mythical North 
West Passage and was forced to 
take shelter in Erebus Harbour for 
two long years, while he waited 

for the ice floes to recede and 
allow him a way through. It is a 
spectacular location; seeing the 
three wooden grave markers, 
bleached by the sun (indicating 
the burial places of at least three 
of Captain Franklin’s men) and 
visiting the memorial that has been 
erected in memory of Franklin 
and his men can only reinforce the 
hushed sense of reverence. If the 
surrounding wilderness impresses 
us, the ochres and yellows of the 
rocky desert soften the striking 
landscape.

Days 10 & 11 At sea. Over the 
next two days we follow in the 
footsteps of the great explorers as 
we cruise through the Franklin and 
Ross straits and the Queen Maud 
Gulf.  We will pass the former 
trading post at Fort Ross whilst in 
Queen Maud Gulf, an area covered 
in ice for nine months of the year 
we hope to spot seals, polar bear 
whilst there are also impressive 
amounts of seabirds and waterfowl 
protected by the Queen Maud Gulf 
migratory bird sanctuary.

Day 12 Cambridge Bay. During the 
15th century, linking Europe and 
Asia by the sea became the grail 
of generations of explorers and 
adventurers. Today you will have 
the opportunity to explore the 
region which sees only infrequent 
traffic. Cambridge Bay is one of the 
mythical sites in this region. Here, 
when you look towards the horizon, 
way off on the other side of the 
fjord, you can see the silhouette 
of the Maud, Captain Roald 
Amundsen’s famous three-master. 
When she got trapped here after 
partially sinking, it was a chance for 
the famous navigator to explore 
the Northeast Passage near the 
Siberian coast between 1918 and 

1920. Though today we can still 
see part of her hull breaking the 
surface, a repatriation to Norway 
is being envisaged, to make the 
Maud the centrepiece of a new 
museum.

Days 13 to 17 At sea. We spend 
four days continuing our passage 
through the Northwest Passage 
traversing waters few have sailed 
before through Coronation Gulf, 
Franklin Bay and into the Beaufort 
Sea. This unexplored area is harsh 
but beautiful and supports a huge 
amount of wildlife and plant life 
which in turn supports the inuit 
community. We hope to see polar 
bears, whales and will land where 
possible to explore. The Beaufort 
Sea is renowned as having the 
heaviest concentration of ice 
floes in the region and due to this 
traditional occupations of hunting 
and fishing are on a smaller scale. 
This sea therefore supports one 
of the largest colonies of beluga 
whales in the world.

Day 18 Herschel Island. The 
Canadian Arctic Archipelago 
is composed of a myriad of 
islands with jagged coastlines 
and reveals landscapes you will 
only see at this far end of the 
world. The small Canadian island 
of Herschel is a frozen paradise 
located in the Beaufort Sea just 
2 km off the coast of the Yukon, 
within the Ivvavik National 
Park. During a long mapping 
expedition in 1826, Sir John 
Franklin was the first European 
to lay eyes on these unique 
places and their inhabitants, the 
Inuvialuit, the Nordic cousins of 
the Inuit. It was during this trip 
that he named the island after 
one of his friends, John Herschel 
a brilliant British astronomer and 

Arctic Tern

Beluga Whale Magnificent ice formations
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“As summer approaches, the soft glow of 
twilight begins to break the opacity of the 
polar night and the hours of darkness get 
shorter. We set off in the wake of the great 
explorers, to discover a remote land, its 
people and cultures, and experience unique 
moments and rare emotions in landscapes 
you will not find anywhere else.”

scientist. Herschel Island is a 
landmark in the West Arctic and 
has since served alternately as a 
whaling station, a relay station 
and a refuge for travellers. 

Day 19 & 20 Arctic Ocean & 
Bering Strait. Continue cruising 
towards Alaska keeping an eye 
out for wildlife and enjoying the 
onboard lecture programme.

Day 21 Little Diomede, Alaska. 
Little Diomede is one of two 
islands situated in the middle 
of the Bering Strait and on the 
edge of the International Date 
Line. Its neighbouring island Big 
Diomede is only four kilometres 
to the west but is part of Russia 
and on a different time zone. 
The island has been populated 
for centuries and was named 
by explorer Vitus Bering on St 
Diomedes Day in 1728. Today 

Musk Oxen

Prices Per Person  
Based on double occupancy.                                       

CABIN DESCRIPTION DECK PRICE
Superior Stateroom 3 NOT AVAILABLE
Deluxe Stateroom 3 NOT AVAILABLE
Prestige Stateroom 4 NOT AVAILABLE
Prestige Stateroom 5 £14495
Prestige Stateroom 6 £14995
Deluxe Suite 6 NOT AVAILABLE
Prestige Suite 5 £19495
Prestige Suite 6 £19995
Owner’s Suite 6 £34995

Prices for sole use of staterooms are available on request.

Price Includes: Scheduled flights between London and Paris, specially chartered 
flight between Paris and Kangerlussuaq and Anadyr to Paris, 21 nights aboard 
Le Soleal on a full board basis including wine served with lunch and dinner 
onboard, Zodiac excursions, expedition team, transfers, port taxes, gratuities 
onboard Le Soleal, overnight accommodation in Paris and Tokyo on a bed and 
breakfast basis. 
Not Included: Travel Insurance, optional excursions, visas.
NB: Itinerary is expeditionary in nature and subject to change.  

Husky enjoying the sunshine Zodiac cruising

Igloo made of whalebones, Alaska

the population of 75 live a 
subsistence lifestyle hunting 
for whales and seals and using 
every part of the animal for food, 
clothing and even boats. They 
also use the bones for ivory 
carvings which are sold on the 
Alaskan mainland.

Day 22 At sea. Today as we cross 
the Bering Sea towards Russia 
we cross the International Date 
Line.

Day 23 Anadyr, Russia to Tokyo, 
Japan. Disembark this morning 
and transfer to the airport for our 
flight to Tokyo for an overnight 
hotel stay.

Day 24 Tokyo to London. After 
breakfast in the hotel, fly to 
London via Paris. Arrive this 
evening.



Le Soleal

Your Stateroom/Suite   
Staterooms and suites are spread over four decks 
and include superior staterooms measuring 226 
square feet, deluxe and prestige staterooms which 
measure 200 square feet, deluxe suites which 
measure 290 square feet, prestige suites which 
measure 398 square feet and the owner’s suite 
which measures 484 square feet (the prestige 
suites are two prestige staterooms combined). 
With the exception of the superior staterooms 
(which feature a picture window), all staterooms 
and suites feature a private balcony which range 
in size from 43 square feet to 97 square feet 
dependent on cabin category. Cabins feature 
en-suite facilities including a shower (the owner’s 
suite has a bathtub), individually controlled 

Reception

Restaurant

air-conditioning, desk with stationery, minibar, 
flat screen satellite television, video on demand, 
DVD player, CD and Ipod players, security safe, 
hairdryer, direct dial telephone, internet access 
with wifi, bathrobes and bath products. In addition 
the larger suites have a sitting area.

Your Space 
Whether you want to join other guests in the 
theatre or games area or relax on your own in 
a quiet corner of the library, Le Soleal has been 
designed to meet the needs of every guest. There 
is a large lounge, lecture theatre, a Panoramic 
Lounge which leads out onto a terrace, library 
and internet corner. Outside deck areas are 
spacious and feature comfortable deck furniture 
as well as a heated pool and on the top deck 
you will find the open-air bar. The fitness centre 
features the latest equipment such as a Kinesis 
Wall and running machines. In the beauty centre 
you can relax and enjoy a massage amongst  
other treatments.

Dining
Cuisine onboard is worthy of the finest restaurants, 
where discreet, attentive service is standard. The 
two single-sitting restaurants welcome you for 
breakfast, lunch and dinner. The Gastronomic 
Restaurant, is situated on Deck 2 and serves 

French and international cuisine accompanied by 
fine wine. At the Grill Restaurant, you will have the 
opportunity to eat outside and enjoy buffet lunch 
and themed dinners. There is also 24-hour room 
service available.

Life Onboard   
Aboard Le Soleal, the atmosphere is akin to being 
on your own private yacht. The independence and 
space of each guest has been considered in the 
design of the vessel and therefore you will find 
plenty of places to sit and relax in solitude, as well 
as areas for social gatherings and to meet fellow 
guests. The Captain, his officers and the hotel 
management are European and all crew members 
are fully bilingual.

For your Comfort, Safety and Security  
With a 1C ice class and stabilisers, Le Soleal 
meets the highest safety specifications. The 
ship is equipped with a GMDSS emergency 
communication system and a satellite weather 
system, receiving real-time satellite images of 
weather and ice conditions in the area. A crew of 
140 will ensure the best possible service. There is 
also a doctor onboard and a lift that serves  
all decks.

On deck

We are delighted to be working with our associates, Compagnie du Ponant and their newly 
launched Le Soleal, the perfect luxury expedition ship for this adventure of a lifetime. This 
superb vessel with 132 cabins offers a subtle blend of sophistication combined with casual 

comfort creating the feeling of being on a private yacht, and allows us to explore with ease making use 
of the onboard fleet of Zodiacs. After a day of exploration, you can return to personalised comfort and 
luxurious surroundings as well as high quality cuisine. Whilst cruising the vessel benefits from spacious 
deck areas from where you can watch for passing wildlife and appreciate the dramatic scenery. 
The atmosphere onboard is relaxed and informal with the focus on the wonders of the destination you 
are visiting, which combined with the luxury surroundings, excellent service, superb cuisine and expert 
expedition team make for an expedition of a lifetime. 

Balcony Cabin
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2 Chester Close, Belgravia, London, SW1X 7BE
+44 (0)20 7752 0000  |  info@noble-caledonia.co.uk  |  www.noble-caledonia.co.uk

Our current booking conditions apply to all reservations and are available on request. Cover image: Polar Bear on the ice.

This cruise visits out of the way destinations. You will be accompanied by an expedition team 
and some landings ashore will be made by Zodiac landing craft. Cruises such as this will 
appeal to the more adventurous and those who enjoy the natural world.Suite




